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From the Editor 

Greetings from my icy hilltop!  I hope you are weaving lots of wonderful projects during our 

frozen wintertime.  My goal is to weave some of the silk I have been collecting for several years, 

so I hope to have the first off the loom in time for March Show and Tell.  I am currently working 

on two scarves in sand and sea colored variegated 20/2 silk with an undulating twill to suggest 

water.  Be thinking ahead to how much you can get done and still have time to warp your loom 

for our April workshop – without trying to do it all Friday night!  I’m really looking forward to 

meeting Robyn and learning her techniques. 

Welcome to our newest members!  Take time to get to know us, and ask for some stories from 

our first projects and mistakes.  We were all there at one time.  And, older members, don’t think 

all Show and Tell has to be a new project.  Bring in something from the past that was done in 

Summer and Winter to complement our program.  Or, bring in something that didn’t turn out the 

way you expected and we can help to diagnose the problem.  We all learn from sharing.  And, if 

you have something to share in the newsletter, please call or email me! 

 

March Program 

This month’s program will be “Summer and Winter”, presented by Jennie Hawkey and Margo 

Tennis.  Summer and Winter is a tied unit weave, and it is sometimes said, the only truly 

American weave.  It is very versatile for many projects.  Come learn about another weave 

structure to add to your collection of design tools.  Jennie and Margo request that if you have 

items in Summer and Winter, you bring them along for us to see! 

 

Bring Your Weaving Questions! 

After discussion, we decided that the Weaving Tips portion of the meeting is ready to be retired.  

It was suggested by Mary that we share weaving questions.  Each month, a sheet will be 

circulated on which you may ask questions to be answered at the next month’s meeting.    This 

gives those who are answering time to do a bit of research.  I will also include the answers in the 

next month’s newsletter, in case you miss the meeting.  At and after the February meeting, three 

questions were asked:   



1. I started out as a knitter, so I don’t know how to tell about weights for yarns – e.g. 5/2 or 

8/2 – how do they compare to lace weight or fingering weight knitting yarns?  Marti D. 

2. Jason Collingwood recommended using a warp faced weave for a stair runner.  What 

weaves would be appropriate? Lise’ M. 

3. Can any draft be converted to a double weave so it can be woven wider than the loom?  

Mary D. 

Come learn the answers to these questions, and come prepared to ask questions of your own! 

 

Workshop Reminder 

It is not too late to sign up for the Robyn Spady workshop, Extreme Warp Makeover.  The 

workshop will be held at the AmericInn on North Knoxville, April 10th, 11th, and 12th.  Cost is 

$150 for Guild members, $175 for non-members, which includes a 1 year membership to the 

Guild.  There is also a $15 materials fee to be paid at the workshop.  A block of rooms has been 

reserved for those interested in staying on site.   

Upcoming Guild Events – Mark Your Calendar! 

March 3, 7PM – Regular March meeting at St. Francis Anglican Church 

March 10, 7 PM – Not Just Knitting group at St. Francis Anglican Church, contact Joan Quigg 

April 10 – 12   Robyn Spady Workshop, Contact Lise’ Mundwiller 

June 18 – 20  Midwest Weavers Conference, St. Paul, Minnesota 

July 27   Tazewell County 4-H Fair demo, contact Jennie Hawkey 

Tentative October 17 or 24 – Riverfront Museum demo 

Tentative Fall Road Trip to the Yard Barn of Kansas TBA 

Tentative Road Trip to Chicago to see Chinese Exhibit TBA 

Italy 2016 – contact Mary Didesch or Diane Denekas 

 

March Birthdays 

March 20 – Joe VanWassenhove 

March 21 – Jeanie Krumholz 



March 25 – Shirley Miller 

March 28 – Melissa Weyeneth 

 

 

Weaving-related events 

Joe VanWassenhove has suggested a couple of events coming up soon.  First is a Band-weaving 

workshop online in March.  The teacher is from England, and will be doing Saami bands, from 

the land of Northern Lights and reindeer.  Second is a Viking exhibit at the Field Museum.  Here 

is what he sent: 

Weaving Sámi bands using the new Sigga heddle. 

Sunday 1st March and Sunday 8th March 2015 (two weeks)   
 

This online workshop will look at weaving the special Sámi bands that have one or two groups of pattern 

threads that are lifted or lowered together. Technically this is called supplementary warp pick up but 'jumping' 

pattern threads is so much more evocative. We looked at this type of patterning in the online workshop in 
2012. 

 

This band has one group of pattern threads: 2 red, 2 yellow and 2 red.  
 They are raised over three picks then go under three picks. 

 
 
Traditionally, this type of band was woven using a standard heddle where the pattern threads go 
over the top of the heddle.  In order to help with the patterning, these threads have string heddles 
attached. 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-1dSpiA3mV-Q/VIXB7bSc1wI/AAAAAAAAAxI/kzQUcehjZLk/s1600/redyellow+one+band_0002.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-YE36jKnrxPI/VIW_7lodvnI/AAAAAAAAAw8/c4GELhvE6r4/s1600/a+raise+heddle+two+shedsIMG_2653.jpg


Weaving a band with one group of pattern threads over the top of the heddle.  
 
I made a YouTube video showing two ways of weaving this type of patterning.  Weaving narrow 
bands with a double holed heddle   
 

 

This band has two groups of pattern threads: 8 blue, 8 black and 8 blue. 
 
 

In 2014, Stoorstalka were asked by a Sámi weaving teacher if a heddle could be designed like the Sunna 

double slotted heddle to enable this type of pattern to be woven more easily. They worked together and 

produced the Sigga heddle. This has a set of shorter pattern slots but the background threads weave 

plain weave (unlike the Sunna double slotted heddle). 
 

I will be using this new design of heddle in the workshop, but if you do not want to buy one, you can always 

try weaving the patterns in the more traditional way.  I bought the Sigga heddles with 16  and 24 pattern slots 

and have been thrilled to see how much easier it makes the weaving. 
 

The first week will look at bands with one group of pattern threads.  
The second week will look at bands with two groups of pattern threads. 
 

I will put out an equipment list in January on the Braids and Bands discussion group so that you 

have plenty of time to prepare.  I am busy writing the notes and preparing a YouTube video for the 

workshop.  If you do not wish to buy a special heddle, these bands can still be woven using a standard heddle 

or a double holed heddle. Just check out the video mentioned above.  
 

Joining the workshop. 

If you wish to join the online workshop and you are not sure what to do, go to the Braid Society web site.  I do 

recommend joining the Braid Society as it is a wonderful forum for a variety of narrow band crafts.  
 

You need to join the Braids and Bands discussion group to take part in the workshop. This is a Yahoo 

discussion group.  Instructions for joining the discussion group are on the Braid Society web page. It is free to 

join. 
 

At the beginning of each week, I will provide a booklet giving patterns and threading charts and instructions 

which can be downloaded from the Braids and Bands discussion group.  You can do as little or as much as you 

like - or even save the notes for later.   
 

During the two weeks I will answer any queries about the weaving on the Braids and Bands discussion group. 

Everyone can join in the discussion - you may find that you have useful ideas or hints to share.  I have learned 

so much from other members of the group over the years.  Anyone taking part can upload their weaving 

pictures to share. 
 

 

http://youtu.be/qynTGaBZycw
http://youtu.be/qynTGaBZycw
http://shop.stoorstalka.com/en/start.html
http://shop.stoorstalka.com/en/products/weaving/heddle-sigga-for-band-with-jumping-pattern-threads.html
http://www.braidsociety.com/
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-jqyApb-Vkc0/VIXCSARxldI/AAAAAAAAAxQ/jIWj9iD0EKc/s1600/leaflet+band_0001.jpg


 

The Sigga heddle from the Stoorstalka online shop. 
 

 

Susan J Foulkes 
Attachments area 

Preview YouTube video Weaving narrow bands with a double holed heddle 

 

 

Weaving narrow bands with a double holed heddle 

 

 

Click here to Reply or Forward 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qynTGaBZycw&authuser=0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qynTGaBZycw&authuser=0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qynTGaBZycw&authuser=0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qynTGaBZycw&authuser=0
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-vGxr_ZuNYow/VIXE1rU-o1I/AAAAAAAAAxc/S30jLvyAHDU/s1600/stoorstalka+band+with+two+groupsps.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qynTGaBZycw&authuser=0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qynTGaBZycw&authuser=0


And, for the Field Museum: 

https://ssl.gstatic.com/ui/v1/icons/mail/images/cleardot.gif 

The Viking Exhibit opened February 24th! 
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